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10:30 and Ii:30
classes w ill IN.
liPOWA tomorrow for the inauguration
of Pres. Hobert D. Clark on
Founder’s hat. Oakes of the
college still remain open.
All 9:30,
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Faculty Elections
Faculty eketIons to the Academie t’ounell and the Statewide AC/1411.111il. Senate of the
California state College* be..
begun today and will continue
through Thursday.
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Presidential Inauguration Tomorrow
State, National Dignitaries
To Honor Dr. Robert Clark

Trustees Meeting

Pisano Seeks Unity,
Lauds Dumke Aide
By MARK THAYER
FRESNO
ASB President
Huh Pisani, took on the state
wide Academic Senate at Friday’s meeting of the California
State College Board of Trustees.
Pisano came to the aid of
Chancellor Glenn Dumke’s Dimull Affairs,
rector of Go,.’
Les Cohen. after the senate had
unanimously expressed "lack of
confidence- in the legislative
assistant.
Pisano said he was "anxious
that the legislative counsel represent all units of the California
State Colleges, not one segment
above the others."
The professors contend that
Cohen is "belittling to the faculty
in every case as one representative to the Academic Senate put it.
Charles Luckman, chairman of
the Board of Trustees, had just
finished a prepared statement on
the Academic Senate’s move when
Pisano interrupted and asked to
be heard.
OFFICE UNDERSTAFFED
Speaking as president of the
California State College Student
Presidents Association he said,
"The greatest difficulty is the understaffed office in Sacramento."
Pisano said the student presidents "Fully recognize the right
of the faculty to make frank and
constructive comments, but we
feel an action of this nature at
this time can’t help but have an
adverse effect."
Luckman said, "The Trustees
have full confidence in their legislative representative, Mr. Les Cohen.
"We hope that in the future,
the Academic Senate will accord
to the trustees and the chancellor
the same courtesy and consideration with regard to consultation
and notice of matters proposed for
action as the Senate itself insists
that it is entitled to receive from
the chancellor and the trustees."
FACULTY BY-PASSED
In a report issued Thursday
afternoon a committee of the Academic Senate said, "virtually every major problem of the past
two years has arisen in large
measure from by-passing of the
faculties and the Academic Senate: the joint doctorate, year-

By CAROL CARD

Dr. Robert D. Clark will be inaugurated as the 18th president of San Jose State
in ceremonies beginning at 10 a.m. tomorrow, at the Civic Auditorium.
The oath of office will be administerd by Dr. Glenn S. Dunike, chancellor of the
California State Colleges, during the sixth Founder’s Day celebration of the 108-year old
college.
Four trustees of the California State Colleges will head the delegation of state education officials. They include Albert Ruffo, vice chairman and former San Jose mayor;
Mrs. Philip Conley, Fresno; and James F. Thacher and Louis Heilbron, San Francisco
attorneys.
The chancellor’s staff will be represented by Norman L. Epstein, chief counsel;
Dr. Raymond A. Rydell, vice clidncellor of academic affairs: Dr. Alvin Marks. dean of
institutional relations and student affairs: George L. Merrill, chief of auxiliary operations planning. and Robert Reardon. director of public affairs.
The California Legislature will be represented by Sen. Clark L. Bradley (R-San
Jose) and Assemblymen Alfred E. Alquist (D-San Jose) and George W. Milias

round operations, salary cuts, and
credential-major limitation.
Immediately after speaking Pisano was beseiged by leaders of
the Academic Senate, obviously
upset at the student president’s
remarks.
He told an academic senator
from San Francisco State his remarks had been made after consulting five of the 16 student
presidents.
Luckman commended the courage of Pisano’s statement so close
to graduation.

Joseph Pace, mayor of San Jose; A. R Hamann, city manager, and Howard Cain.
pen, Santa Clara County executive, also will be special guests at the inauguration.
Preceding the inauguration, an
* * *
* * *
,teademic procession led by a joint

Portrait Unveiling
A three-quarter view portrait
of President Robert D. Clark
will be unveiled at the inauguration luncheon tomorrow at the
Sainte Claire Hotel.
Maynard D. Stewart, professor
of art, was c
hodoned by
Student Council to do the oil
painting. The project and frame
cost $700.

DR. ROBERT D. CLARK .

. inauguration tomorrow

Five Firsts, One Second

SJS Judokas Convincingly Win
Fourth Consecutive KAA Title
It appears that San Jose State pionship in a match at Southern
is building a dynasty in judo as the Illinois University Saturday.
Five of the six Spartan particiSpartan judokas have won their
fourth consecutive national cham- pants won first places in their respective divisions. Howard Fish
won first place in the heavyweight
division; Gary Newquist was secSJS coeds who tie graduates ond in the 195 pound class; Larry
of Turlock High School, Denair Dobashi won the 180 pound class;
High School or Hilmar High Jay Lewis won the 165 pound
School may be eligible to obtain class; the 150 pound winner was
a $250 scholarship for upper division work from the Soroptirnist
Club of Turlock.
Applications are due on May 7
They may be obtained by writing
to the Service and Scholarship
Committee, Soroptimist Club of
Turlock, P. 0. Box 19, Turlock.
Calif., or at the office of the Dean
of Students. ADM269.

Scholarships Open

ASB Retreat
For Officers
Due May 16
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WORKING HARD at workshop, Julie Anderson, left, is learning a routine from Jeans Warren, head song girl, for song girl
try -outs Thursday. The last workshop will be held tomorrow in
WGI54 from 7-9 p.m.

On May 16-17 the newly elected
ASB officers will meet with the
present officials at Asilomar, located on the Monterey Peninsula,
for the annual transition retreat.
At that time Bob Pisano, ASB
president, will turn over the reins
of ASB government to newly
elected John Hendricks.
Officially, Pisano leaves office
on Saturday. May 15. Hendricks
and the rest of the executive and
legislative officers will take office.
Chairman of this year’s retreat
Is J. J. Fraser, currently junior
representative to Student Council.
The Daily was informed after
last week’s ASB election that John
Hendricks had the benefit of a
bloc vote.
It seems that John’s mother,
Mrs. Frank Hendricks, is an extended day graduate student,
John’s brother, Frank, is also a
graduate student. Bill, John’s
younger brother is a senior. And
of course John is a senior, too.
The result was four votes for
John in his successful bid for ASB
president.

Irwin Kawano, and Yuzo Koga won
at 135 pounds.
SJS’ winning total was 57 points.
Southern Illinois, the host school
for both the judo and gymnastics
national championships, was second with 30, and Ohio State was
third with 13.
Fish defeated Eastern and Midwestern collegiate champion Ron
Hoffman. Fish is only a first degree blackbelt whereas Hoffman
is a third degree. Fish met Koga
for the Grand Championship and
Koga threw him.
Defending 150 pound champion,
Spartan Kay Yamasaki, hurt his
back so Jay Lewis substituted for
him. Lewis also defeated an individual with a third degree black
belt.
"The other teams have improved," said SJS and U.S. Olympic coach Yosh Uchida, "but our
team has improved tremendously
since our championship last year.
Next year’s team should be the
best in Spartan

Army and Air Force ROTC color
guard will march from Seventh
Street, down San Carlos St., to the
auditorium.
Special guests, College Advisory
Board members, delegates from
nearly 300 colleges, universities and
learned societies and SJS faculty
in academic regalia will follow in
the line of march.
The processional, played by the
SJS Symphonic Band under the
direction of Vernon Read, assistant
professor of music, will be followed
by the presentation of the colors
and the national anthem.
A CAPPELLA CHOIR
After introductions by Dr. H.
Brett Melendy, professor of history
and chairman of the Academic
Council, the SJS a cappella choir,
directed by Prof. William J. Erlendson, will present two selections.
They will sing "Salvation is
Created" by Tschesnokoff and
"Gaudete Omnes" by Sweelinck.
"The Bishop Would Be Pleased"
is the topic of the inaugural address to be delivered by Dr. 0.
Meredith Wilson, president of the
University of Minnesota and a
friend and former associate of
Pres. Clark at the University of
Oregon.
BIOGRAPHY
The speech title refers to a
biography of Bishop Matthew
Simpson which Pres. Clark wrote
as a part of his extensive research in Civil War history.
Invocation and benediction will
be delivered by the Very Rev.
Patrick A. Donohoe, S.J., president of the University of Santa
Clara, and Dr. Philip W. Barrett,
minister of the First Presbyterian
Church of San Jose,
Approximately 500 guests are
invited to the inaugural luncheon
at the Sainte Claire Hotel after
the ceremonies.

Luncheon Highlights
Annual Alumni Week
The Sixth Annual SJS Spring
Alumni Week, held in conjunction
with inaugural festivities, will be
highlighted by the Golden Grad
Luncheon in the campus cafeteria
Saturday.
One hundred and fifty persons
are expected to attend, according
to Rick Buxton, executive director
of the Alumni Association.
The luncheon, which honors the
class of 1915, will be prei_eded by
a punch reception at 11 a.m. in
the cafeteria. Lunch will be served
at noon.
Dr. Robert D. Clark will deliver the keynote speech and the
Alumni Association will show a
slide presentation called "Excellence in Education."
Orchid corsages will be given
to the Golden Grad traveling the
farthest and to the member rep-

Pope Urges Talks
VATICAN CITY (UPI)Pope
Paul VI said in an encyclical Friday the international situation is
"darker and more uncertain than
ever."
Such crises as the Viet Nam
war could "produce the spark for
a terrible fresh conflict," he said.
The Pope appealed to world
leaders to engage in "conversations and negotiations at all levels"
and called on the entire Christian
world to unite in prayers for peace
in "the present especially grave
hours.’

resenting the oldest graduating
class
they happen to be women).
The Alumni Association was recently engaged in a search for a
representative from the oldest
graduating class. They contacted
Miss Winifred Sledge of 258 Black.
stone Ave., Fresno from the class
of 1885.
Miss Sledge, 99 years old on
Marcel 10, will not be able to attend the luncheon, according to her
nephew, Levin A. Sledge, San
Francisco.

Faculty Reception
Slated To Honor
Chief Speakers
Inauguration delegates, faculty
members and their wives are invited to attend an informal reception tomorrow afternoon to
honor principal inauguration
speakers, Dr. 0. Meredith Wilson
and luncheon speaker, Dr. Gordon
Wright.
The reception will be held from
3 to 4 p.m. in the Faculty Dining
Room of the Spartan Cafeteria.
President and Mrs. Robert D.
Clark will be in the receiving line
to welcome guests and introduce
Dr. Wilson and Dr. Wright and
their wives.

To Honor Dr. Clark

Special Concert Tonight, Tomorrow
By VIRGINIA CASH
SJS Symphony Orchestra and Men’s
Glee Club will present a special inauguration concert tonight and tomorrow night
at 8:15 in Concert Hall.
The concert, open to the public, is being performed In honor of tomorrow’s
inauguration of President Robert D.
’lark.
A special invitation is being extended
to delegates of other colleges, universities and learned societies to attend tomorrow evening’s presentation.
FLUTE SOLOIST
Miss Sydney Wood, senior music major from San Jose, will be flute soloist
liseetteisweirt

for "Night Soliloquy" by Kent Kennan.
The orchestra, under the direction of Dr.
Gibson Walters, SJS professor of music,
will accompany Miss Wood.
Other orchestra numbers scheduled for
the program Include "Toccata" by Frescobaldi and "Ballet Suite" by Rameau.
GLEE CLUB SINGS
Men’s Glee Club, directed by Brent
Heisinger, SJS alumnus and now an assistant professor of music, will accompany the orchestra vocally for "The
Testament of Freedom" by Randall
Thompson.
Thompson composed "The Testament

of Freedom" for the 1943 Founder’s Day
celebration of the University of Virginia.
This was in commemoration of the second
centennial observance of the birth of
Thomas Jefferson, founder of the uni-

versity.

Composer of "Toccata," Frescobaldi, is
considered the greatest genius of Italian
organ music. This transcription for orchestra was made by Dutch-American
cellist and conductor Hans Kindler.
American composer Kennan won national recognition for "Night Soliloquy."
French musician Rameau was a noted
harmonic theorist, celebrated organist
and great composer of opera.
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Thrust and Parry

Editorials

Prowl of Our President
On the occasion of the inauguration of Pres. Robert
D. Clerk, it is proper to reflect on his achievetnents during the few brief months in office.
A new pulse has been felt throughout the campus
in this span of time. A satisfaction with the administration and its policies has been the consensus.
Professors speak highly of Pres. Clark’s approach
to the educational process. Students boast loudly of the
freedom of expression and atmosphere of learning that
has continued under his steady hand.
Great pride in an institution that is "going somewhere" has been accelerated.
San Jose has been gifted with a long succession of
great presidents. We are pleased that this succession continues.
We congratulate l’res. Clark on his inauguration and
applaud him in his leadership of San Jose State.

ASB Outlook Bright

Writer Challenges
Letter Against Daily
Editor:

I note with some degree of
satisfaction, yet with some disgust, that Mr. Burns letter of
April 29 was not a cohesive,
logical presentation of a view Point, but was merely a collection of sarcasm, bitterness, and
name-calling. Rather than clearly refuting an argument, he
chooses to label it "blatant
Birchism," arising from "enlightened reactionaries," and so
on. His only justifiable point
concerning signing of newspaper
articles was explained clearly
by the editorial note.
Surely it should not be necessary to explain to Mr. Burns, as
one would explain to a young
child, that the proper way to
object to a viewpoint is to present a series of arguments
against the objectional viewpoint
and a series of constructive
articles for your own viewpoint,
and that the improper way is to
start calling everything you don’t
like bad names. Although Mr.
Burns’ methods are somewhat
widespread among those of his
beliefs, they are nevertheless
disagreeable, and I sincerely
hope they are not typical of
the product of this institution.
John Peterson
A6144

Next year will be a fruitful one in student government if the new officers work as hard as they did during
their campaigns.
We congratulate the victorious candidates. It is hoped
they will use their power with the responsibility traditional in student government at San Jose State.
At the same time, we congratulate the student body
as a whole for this year’s record voter turnout.
Advertiser Claims
A strong two-party system has emerged from this Letter Misleading
election. It is expected that many diverse points of view Editor:
In the Friday, April 23, Sparwill be heard in Student Council, in the year to come. tan Daily there was a letter by
This wider range of philosophy should make govern- Mrs. Marjorie Ann Lester about
advertisement, "The Story
ment more representative. It certainly will make it my
Behind the Spardi Statue,"
livelier.
which was in Spartan Daily

A Taste of Understanding
International students on campus have truly found
the way to the Spartan Heartthrough his stomach.
The international food bazaar. held at noon Friday
on Seventh Street, sent aromas and music into the air
that brought the culture of many foreign lands to our
campus.
The large number of students attending the bazaar
indicated unqualified succes.
If this is the way to mule rt a tiding among nations,
let us have more.

Peace Corps Offers Loans for Juniors
SJS juniors wishing to prepare ’ ’USA Fund) and the Peace Corps
for post -graduation Peace Corps volunteers Fund, a non-profit
service during the summer may foundation established by the
now borrow up to $600 to help Peace Corps National Advisory
pay their senior year school ex- Council.
penses, according to Peace Corps
The loans may enable more
Director Sargent Shriver.
third -year college students to enLoan repayment may be deferred roll in the Peace Corps Advanced
until completion of Peace Corps Training Program, a two-phase
service. The loan program is the plan including summer training
product of an agreement between between junior and senior year
United Student And Fund, Inc% and training after graduation.

CONS TO PROCTOR S Foe int am YALU(’ , leAmOrda *ISM WHIN
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Wednesday, April 21. Her letter
was misleading.
She referred to the ad as a
"satire." The statue as a school
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Dine Out
(Intl Relax

HINT FOR A DIAMOND FROM PROCTOR’S
We have been providing engagement. rine to
three generations of girls ln the San JORe area.
You can buy with assurance of quality and
value when you select a ring from PROCTOR’S.
Come In end Pee our wonderful selection.
Price. from 010000.
NO

MONEY DOWN

-

TERMS

Too tired to cook? Why
not treat yourself to a delicious meal at Bohannon’s.
Nowhere can you relax in
a more delightful atmosphere, and certainly nowhere
can you find excellent cuisine to equal Bohannon’s. But
more then that, dining out is
fun it’s the ideal way to
start or end that special evening.
Also, don’t forget that
Bohannon’s has ample parking space for your convenience.
Enjoy your next meal at

mascot is funny, but the ad is
absolutely serious and contains
no satire.
Mrs. Lester also said that
there is fallacious reasoning and
semantical absurbity in my ad.
This is false. The reasoning is
complicated, and the language
is condensed in order to avoid
wasting words; therefore, it may
not make sense unless it is
studied carefully. In many cases,
actual proof is too expensive to
get, and only circumstantial evidence is available.
Besides this, the severity of
the college grading system in
some courses and the opposition
to science by many experts in
the traditional "liberal arts"
have been almost immune to
attack until recently. Mrs. Lester probably doesn’t realize that
this attack is now legitimate
outside the classroom. So the
fallacies and absurdities are in
the traditions she has faith in,
not in the ad.
Roger Hoffman
AMB A1083

Humanities Prof
Clarifies Report
Editor:
You quoted me, as making
certain statements about the extent of faculty support for a faculty demonstration. I should
have been bilged if you had also
reported my emphasis that I had
no official information, only
"grapevine" rumor (the expression I used I gathered at very
short notice. No official figures
are available to differentiate between administrative and faculty
votes.
Closer inspection of the grapevine suggests that whereas the
presidents of all campus faculty
organizations supported the idea
of such a demonstration, the
faculty representatives voting in
the academic council were almost evenly divided on the issue.
The administrators’ negative
votes probably were not necessary to tie or defeat the motion.
As of this date, the demonstration is going to take place
and faculty who wish to participate presumably will do so without the blessing of their representatives in the council.
Sincerely yours,
Peter H. King,
Professor of Humanities

Professor Corrects
Article About Faculty
While the zeal of your reporter can be admired, it seems
advisable to set the record
straight: contrary to the story
carried in last Wednesday’s
Daily, "the SJS faculty" has no
plans for "a mass demonstration."
Really, do you believe that
an announcement of a mass
faculty action would come from
SEE, and not from a faculty
group? Even the CCCO, composed of the presidents of five
major faculty groups, would
presume to speak only for themselves, and not for "the WS
faculty."
The article did contain a germ
of truth, in that the CCCO did
recommend a plan to the Academie Council whereby faculty
members would he asked to
wear academic regalia, on a
chosen day, in recognition of the
vitally important role of the
State Colleges, and in order to

emphasize the need for greater
financial support from the Legislature.
The Academic Council turned
down this plan by a vote of
21-11. Since the Council has 33
representatives elected by the
faculty and 12 adminstration
representatives, it is clear that
(at most) one-third of the faculty representatives voted for the
plan. Further, there were at
least three administrators who
did not vote on this issue.
"Administration votes," therefore,
cannot be blamed for its failure.
Because of the relatively light
faculty support for the idea, and
because of the pressing need
to work on the other measures,
the CCCO, as a group, has
dropped the plan to ask faculty
members to wear academic regalia as a protest against inadequate financial support for
the State Colleges. One of the
organizations represented in
CCCO still plans to invite interested faculty members to participate in such a protest, but
there will be no effort to promote anything like a mass demonst ration.
C. M. Larsen
Chapter President, A-1UP

Editor:
One of the arguments presented to the city when San Jose
State asked to have Seventh
Street closed was that the traffic noises disturbed classes. Indeed they did! After Seventh
Street closed peace descended
and it was possible to hear an
entire lecture in the classrooms
on Seventh Street-until now.
Now Seventh Street has become
the social and political center of
our campus, and quiet is gone.
Lectures no longer are disturbed by the honking of horns,
squealing of brakes, or the roar
of an engine; now they are interrupted by rock and roll music, election speeches, pleas for
a voluntary poll tax, international music, and speakers calling for excellence in education!
I am not suggesting that such
activities be elmininated, but
only that they be limited to
times when classes are not in
session. Please consider those
of us who might be in class during these activities.

troops well trained in infant’
tactics.
South Korea, the first count) \

besides the United States
weigh in with any sizable a-sistance of men and arms, als,,
has a 132 man mobile arr-l\
surgical hospital at vung Tau
east of Saigon. The Korean,.
also have several teams of miliinstructor,
taekwondo
tary
working throughout the country. Taekwondo is a form of
judo and karate perfected by the
Koreans.

Graduates Appointed
Two recent SJS graduates hip.,
been appointed to civilian positions
with the Army Special Services.
Miss Sondra Lee Camicia and
Miss Judy Carol Griffiths will both
work for two years in the position
of recreation specialist. Miss Camicia will work in Europe, while
Miss Griffith has been located in
Germany, Italy and France

Mechanics trained in Europe
for perfection in San Jose

(;ARAGE EUROPA
Repair of Volkswagen - Mercedes - Porsche

4LL

tt411
MASTER MECHANICS
Trained in Germany
Werner Zollenkopf

850 Lincoln Ave
San Jose 25, Cal.(
292-5675
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Ellen Benson
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Welcome
Back
Alumni
Everything in
Musical
Instruments

and
Accessories
Harvey’s Musical
Instruments

24 Hour Service
Breakfast - Lunch - Dinner
During your visit back to State, stop in to
hello (and enjoy a fine Spanish meal).

say

Drive-in and Dining Room Service
Phone Orders CY 7-8421

4th and St.

James
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(Paid Religious Mes,si-in)

32 So. 2nd St. Ph. 286-4858
Free Parking at Kirby’s Lot

Polarized People

special on
DRESSES. That’s

cleaned and
pressed for only
a $1.05 each.
And Susan the

a $1.79 value!
\\ 1.11
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the Korean unit is an engineering team, although at least halt
of its personnel are securilN

SAIGON (UPI) - Australia’s
decision to send 800 combat soldiers to South Viet Nam is a
major step forward in a long
and slow American campaign
to get more free world assistance for the anti-Communist
war.
A HANDFUL
Only a handful of countries
are showing their flag here,
and in many cases the assistance is rather insignificant.
U.S. and South Vietnamese
officials are particularly disappointed with the slow response
from some Asian nations.
When the first battalion of
the Royal Australian regiment
arrives within the next several
weeks, it will be only the second acknowledged combat unit
sent to help fight Communist
guerrillas.
The other unit is the 9,000
man Expeditionary Brigade of
the U.S. Marine Corps.
NEED SECURITY MEN
South Korea has a 2,000 man
contingent here that could hold
its own on any battlefield. But

No Traffic Racket
Just People Noise

says it’s normally

TO SUIT YOU

South Viet Nam Receives
Soldiers From Australia

anyway

Outward appearances can be deceiving, for people can be
polarized. Religion must be more than skin deep, for "The Lord sees
not as man sees; man looks upon the outward appearance, but the
Lord looks on the heart" (I Samuel 167). Jesus Christ said, "What
comes out of the mouth proceeds from the heart, and this defiles
a man. For out of the heart come evil thoughts, fornication, theft,
murder, adultery, coveting, wickedness, deceit, licentiousness, envy,
slander, pride, foolishness. All these evil things come from within,
and they defile a man" (Matthew 15:17-20).
Jesus Chirsf reserved His strongest words of rebuke and condemnation for the religious hypocrites of His day, for these men
were outwardly extremely religious but inwardly depraved. They constantly misled others who were seeking knowledge of God. Mincing
no words Jews Christ told a crowd of Pharisees they were "like
whitewashed tombs, which outwardly appear beautiful, but within
are filled with dead men’s bones end all unclesness . . . outwardly
appearing righteous to man, but within full of hypocrisy and iniquity"
(Matthew 23:27.28).
Don’t be deceived by polarized people. God is a Person, you
can. know in your own life and experience. The world is full of re.
gious people but God requires a changed heart. This occurs when
any individual personally receives or accepts Jesus Christ as Lord
and Savior.
Outward appearances don’t count with God, only the inner
reality of a changed heart and an indwelling Redeemer who says,
"I will sprinkle clean water upon you, and you shall be clean from
all your uncleaness, and from all your idols I will cleanse you. A
new heart I will give you: and I will take out of your flesh the heart
of stone and give you a heart of flesh" (Ezellial 36.25-27).
Have you let Jesus Christ change your heart?

Service with Integrity
91 SOUTH FIRST STREET, Downtown SAN JOSE
Open Monday it Thursday 1.11 5 p.m.... Parking Tickets Validated
307 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE, SAN JOSE
Opm Mon., Thom & Fri. ’di 930 p.m. -Free Flamm, in Trent of nen

CY 2-1266
1401, S. First St.

Contemporary Christians on Campus
Box 11791, Palo Alto
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Alumni Footballers Spring Issue
Academic
Regalia
Old
Tradition
Vs. Varsity, May 15 ’Has Variety
’The Tower

bard because neither one of them
knows for sure who will show up.
According to Simmons, a great
many of the players show interest in playing, but because of business commitments are unable to
play.
Despite the confusion, the alumni teams have been able to put
on quite a show for tha six or
seven thousand fans who see the
game annually.
NO EXCEPTION
This year’s game probably will
be no exception.
Expected to lead the alumni line
are quarterbacks Chon Gallegos
and Mike Jones; halfbacks Bob
Bonds, Mac Burton, Cass Jackson,
Walt Roberts and Jerry Colletto;
a n d fullbacks Johnny Johnson,
Tom Doslak and Herb Engel.
At end will be Clarion Apple.
doom, Dave Chald, Don DeMonner, Dan Colchico, Oscar Donahue
and Carl Kahn.
Linemen expected to play inelude tackles Leon Donohue, Walt
Fistbrook, Joe Gibbons, Bill Harrison, Bill Holland, Tony Machutes,
Jim Ross, Herschel Sanders and
John Sutro.
Guards will be Bob Bass, Jim
Cadile, Vince Darone, Larry Hansen and Tom Myers.
I..es Atteberry, Ron Earl, Bob
Kroll, Steve Mumma, Stan Tallant
There is a place for everyone and Bob Goss are slated for cen,it SJS even the ugly.
ter positions.
The annual Ugly Man on CamWELL-BALANCED TEAM
pus iUMOCI contest sponsored
It looks like a well-balanced
Ity Alpha Phi Omega, national
,rvice fraternity, begins May 10- alumni team for 1965, if all the
players can make it to the game.
14.
Fraternities, sororities and liv- However, things will be a little
ing centers may submit their en- different this year. The reason?
ties, and the entire student body Harry Anderson.
He’s the new Spartan coach and
svili decide by penny vote who is
the most original and repulsive this is his first game. You can be
contestant. The winner will be the sure he’ll be out to show SJS football fans their faith has not been
entry earning the most pennies.
First place winner will win cus- misplaced in choosing him as the
tody of the UMOC trophy for one new head coach.
year and a 1965 color television
et for their living center. Top
Total Enrollment: One
three entries will each receive a
On July 18, 1862, registration
1’A/0C key.
began at Minns’ Evening Normal
Entry blanks and more informa- School, which later became SJS.
tion may be obtained from Jerry The only student who applied for
Miller, 294-3569 or Bob Rosengard, admission was Miss P. Augustus
292-1470.
Fink.
By RI \ ’LLAN
San Jose St..1. s Alumni Football team will be gunning for its
first win of the four-year Alumni Varsity series Saturday night, May
15. But alas, it could be another
lost cause.
The reason Is simple.
No one has yet been able to find
the right formula for installing a
football offense in three hours,
which is the time an alumni player has.
Invitations are sent to alumni
players for the game and each
must respond by mall. "All of
those who would like to play,"
says Athletic Publicity Director
John Simmons, "are then sent play
books so they will get a general
idea of what will be run."
WHO WILL SHOW UP?
Then on the day of the game,
the players will "suitup" and go
through plays. The whole operation is a little difficult for alumni
coaches Bob Bronzan and Bill Hub.

Alpha Phi Omega
To Begin Search
For SJS UMOC

The spring issue ot the Tower,
faculty magazine, is an "Inaugural
Issue" and is dedicated to President Robert D. Clark.
Articles include an evaluation
of all campus faculty organizations by Dr. Marion K. Richards;
a discussion of the job crisis
for engineers by Dr. R. P. Loomba;
new proposals for teaching and
curriculum by Prof Gary L. Albright and Prof. Albert H. Porter.
and a discussion of the controversial play, "The Deputy" by Dr.
Henry G. Pitchford.
There will also be poems by
Dr. Richard G. Tansey. Dr. 0. C.
Williams and Prof. Nils C. Petersen; some short literary pieces by
Dr. John Galm, Dr. Theodore J.
Balgooyen and Dr. Charles E.
Smith.
Editors of the magazine are Dr.
James J. Clark, Dr. Fennell J.
Rinn and Dr. Joseph H. Young.
This issue, the third, marks the
first time every campus faculty
organization has contributed to
the costs of publication.
The Board of Directors of the
California State Employees Association voted last week to allocate
$175 to help underwrite the costs
of publication.
Non-academic personnel who
wish a free copy of the magazine
may receive one by sending their
names and addresses to Dr. James
J. Clark, F0108, or by picking up
a free copy in the departments
of political science, CH146 or
English, F0102.
Copies are also on sale at the
Spartan Bookstore for students
and for college personnel who wish
extra copies.

Another Year Old
San ;litre State stills its icsft
year today.
i,
sI 1
onn or
Minn’s No In
2, 1892 the le- the opening of t he Cali... ilia Shoe
Normal School in San Francisco
The college moved to San Jose
in 1871 and changed its name.
Founder’s Day was designated
an annual celebration in 1959, twyears after SJS marked its centennial.
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By SANDIE SAN DERSON
Highlight of tomorrow’s inaugural ceremonies will be the academic procession in which administration, faculty, delegation members and special guests take part,
attired in traditional academic
regalia.
Heading the procession in the
place of honor will be President
Robert D. Clark.
The observer should be aware
that the academic regalia symbolizes an age old tradition in
higher education.
The academic gowns are always
black and reveal the degree the
person possesses. His hood points
this out more clearly with an array
of bright colors. It also indicates
the institution from which the degree was awarded by school colors
and in what subject field the degree was issued.
SIMPLE ROBE
The bachelors’ gown is a relatively simple robe, falling in
straight lines from a fairly elaborate yoke. The long pointed
sleeves are the distinguishing features of the gown. No adornment
is worn on the robe.
Masters have two types of
gowns. Before 1960 their robes
had long sleeves and the arm
emerged from the sleeve, through
a slit at the elbow. The sleeves
hung to the knee and ended in
a square shape, with a semi -circle
cut into it.
The gown has now been modified. In place of the elbow slit,
an opening has been made at the
wrist and the robe has been made
to close in front. Both types remain appropriate.
The robe is a straight lined one
and has little fulness, and no
adornment is worn upon it.
DOCTORS’ GOWN
The Doctors’ gown is cut much
fuller than the other robes and
may be adorned with color. The
gown is marked by velvet panels
down the front and around the
neck, three bars of velvet are

.!eed a Stamp?
Cil Says Nope,
Pushcart’s Faster’
By RAY BURTON
Letters have begun to pour in
from all over the nation congratulating Dr. Robert D. Clark on
his inauguration as President of
San Jose State College.
The letters have taken many
various routes including air mail,
necial delivery and telegraph. One
letter, however, has chosen a
rather unique means of delivery
pushcart.
The letter was started on its
journey by the Brothers of
Lambda Chi Alpha at the University of California, and the second lap was completed by the
Brothers of Lambda Chi Alpha at
San Jose State.
UC LETTER
The letter was written by
Charles Powell, ASB President of
the University of California, on
behalf of the UC student body.
A formal presentation of the
letter to Di. Clark is scheduled
for 9 a.m., tomorrow. The pushcart containing the letter will
leave the Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity house at 41 South 13th
St., San Jose, and will be received
by Dr. Clark in front of the Administration Building, just prior to
the beginning of the processional
march.
PUSHCART JOURNEY
The pushcart left the Lambda
Chi Alpha fraternity house at 1755
LeRoy Ave., Berkeley, at noon
yesterday and arrived in San Jose
late in the afternoon.
The pushcart will be on display
at the Lambda Chi Alpha house
today, awaiting its formal presentation to Dr. Clark tomorrow.

I FREE GAS!

is lined with the colors front
which the degree is granted. In
this manner a glance at the lining
which is silk or satin would give
the required information since the
lining is worn exposed.
A graduate from San Jose State
College would wear a hood with
velvet in the color of his major
field and the lining would be
golden yellow and with two white
chevrons.
Pres. Clark will wear a doctor’s
Sawn with a four-fout hood. The
velvet will be dark blue, signifying
his doctorate in philosophy. The
lining shall be gold with two chevrons being cardinal representing
the University of Southern California.

Dr. Scott Accepts

Post as Director
- F-rt, b, Steve Starr
DOES THE GOWN MAKE THE MAN?lt certainly does when
the gown is traditional academic regalie, representing m,.ny
years of scholastic work toward an academic degroe. Trying on
their gowns for tomorrow’s procession are (I.) Dr. Dwight Bentel,
head of the Department of Journali_m and Advertising, and Or,
William Hermanns, professor of foreign languages.
worn on the bell shaped sleeves.
Both the paneling and sleeves
bars may show the field in which
the degree was awarded. Yet except for dark blue of philosophy
and purple of law this is rarely
seen.
The cap is black material except
in the case of Doctors who are
entitled to wear caps of velvet.
The tassel worn upon the caps can
be black for all degrees. The Dc: tors may choose to wear theii s
made of gold metallic thread. Tne
governing officials of the institution also have the privilege of the
gold tassel.
If a college or university
chooses, each member of the fac-

ulty may wear a tassel representing his field of work by color. This
is not often done, and, instead,
color is left for the hood to display and create the recognition
of the institution from which the
degree was gained and the field
in which the work was pursued.
The hoo-1 be!trs the heaviest
*111

[J!,

i

I i

Dr. j. Real Soo
professor of foreign languages, has
received an appointment as resident director for the California
State Colleges International Program in Spain for the 1965-66 academic year.
Dr. Scott’s assignment will cover
two campuses in Madrid and Granada. He will act as study adviser
and counselor to students and as
administrative representative for
the State Colleges.
Dr. Scott will join three other
5.15 fat-tiny mcmhers in the overseas piogram. Dr. Wesley Goddard, Mailman of the Foreign
Languages Department, is prestt -oce in Aix -en-Pro: Dr Ila ris I. Martin. t,s
e professor of history
.1, University,
’t ’in A. Sten! ;or of foreign
I ,,,
me director of
BrrEn

HOOD IDENTIFICATION
To identify the university from
which a person graduates the hood

liistoricA Document5
On Display in Libyayy

’--ton
(21’ of the
In:Conte,
W also
cf ’Mad. id

The SJS library honors college by the class of 1902.
Artifacts from the SJS centenFounders Day and the inauguralion of Dr. Robert D. Clark with nial and diamond jubilee are dis4:1)11
g9
a series of historical exhibits played in the elevator lobby on
,11,1‘
PI
the third floor.
throughout the library.
.. tt,
f y o I
Wood cuts of pre-1906-earthThese displays range from letwareand
ters and pictures of past SJS presi- quake builtlinqs of Jan Jose
el sans anti
dents to autographed works by 3anta Clata by artist F, ...e.3!)’
111111r.
Edwin Markham, noted SJS Ft ed I KessIttr are shown at ti
Ith floor lobby.
alumnus.
The letters and photographs of ’ Autographed books and other
the past presidents of SJS appear works by poet Edwin Markham
in display cases on the first floor,’ are found at the sixth floor lobby.
298.1088
Also, the Edwin Markham room
library central.
for free estimate
A selection of published mas- on the sixth floor will be open the
ter’s theses of past masters rand afternoon of inauguration day.
Leon I nited Van Lines
This room contains many pieces
dates from SJS and examples of
MIN I NG WITH CARE
college publications also are in- of college furniture and other mal.\ EICINVIIERE
cluded in the same exhibit cases. terials from the time Markham
college.
was
a
student
at the
The publications include several
copies of the year book dating ..11T--411-w-w
back to 1914.
In the lobby of the north wing.
first floor, books authored by SJS
geateiy Care
faculty are displayed. These works
in
faculty
from
writings
include
Low, low prices’
many academic areas of SJS.
All work done lay qualified
Photographs of famous art
works by George E. Stone, emeristudents under supervision
tus professor of photography may
be seen in show cases on the
first floor of the south wing.
SULLIVAN BEAUTY COLLEGE
On the second floor in the science
374 South First Street
reading room, an exhibit of early
295.9516
textbooks and educational journals from the San Jose Normal
School are shown.
Also on the second floor at the
=CIE JC3111
library central corridor is a disG&W
play of historical momentos such
PIELL!
Nem, AUNT SONYA HE
OF A!
WANTS ID TREAT
as an 1888 map of San Jose and
E INSUL ".
PAII-NUT PANCAKES!
a silver trowel presented to the
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Some Sounds, Man . .

By MICHEL JANICOT
Jazz studio bands are rare in big colleges
today. In educational establishments like
San Jose State. they are found only where
jazz is of such an importance that it becomes
a necessity for them to participate in the
jazz groove.
Such a band is the SJS Studio Band.
also known as the Studio Jazz Band.
This particular group is not new.
Staled four years -ago by Loren Smith,
a music mirjor and obvious jazz aficionado, the band has grown and progressed
along the road to success.
Smith is no longer with the SJS Studio
Bandbut his influence still is being felt
among the band. (Smith is now serving with
Uncle Sam’s Korean forces as a first lieutenant). A new man now heads the band: Gene
Graves, lecturer and band faculty adviser.
Saturday marks the music department’s Second Annual "Day of Jazz."
in which the SJS Studio Jazz Band will
perform along side world-famous saxophonist and flutist Bud Shank and the

Photos by Jon Lewis

SJS Studio Jazz Band A Rarity
that people don’t eren know we exist.
Publicity has been poor in the past, and
our biggest event is the public relations
function of the annual ’Day of Jazz’," he
said.
"We primarily play in the San Jose area,
in high schools and other colleges also, to
try to promote good will. For this reason,
we have called those one shots ’Good Will
Trips.’
"Our style of jazz is of the concert
style. That is, its more for listening pleasure than for dancing. (Rt member Artie
Shaw and Benny Goodman?) This new
approach is also similar to Third Stream
music made famous in recent years by
the Modern Jazz Quarter. (Third Stream
music is a ’(ombirrai um’ of classical and
jazz musics.)
"When playing in concerts, we limit our
music appeal to what we think the public
will like. Usually, it’s some exciting music, not
too far-out and we can thus do as many different tunes as we want.
"Response has been hard to develop
because the group is not known. But the
inte rest that was shown in last year’s
"Day of Jazz" has definitely proven to be
successful for the band," Schamber said.
The band now has a faculty adviser (Gene
Graves), an innovation added only a year ago.
"This is more the up-and-coming thing to do
nowadays." Schamber said, "because a music
educator such as Dr. Hartley D. Snyder (professor of music and chairman of the Music
Department) or Dr. Gibson W. Walters (who

Bud Shank; Clare Fischer
To Headline Jazz Concert
Bud Shank and the Clare Fischer Trio.
Pacific jazz recording artists, will headline
the evening concert of the SJS Second Annual "Day of Jazz," Saturday at 8 in the
Civic Auditorium.
Tickets are $1 for Students and $1.50
general.
Bud Shank is known in the jazz world
for his talents as a saxaphonist and flutist.
A composer-arranger as well as an instrumentalist, Shank has written scores for three
motion pictures; "Slippery When Wet,"
"Barefoot Adventure" and "Warhunt."
Clare Fischer, a Michigan State graduate, holds a masters degree in both composition and theory.
Fischer is responsible for arrangements
done by the Hi-Lo’s Dizzy Gillespie and Cal
Tjader.
As a composer of serious music, Fischer
recently had a composition premiered by the
Los Angeles Neophonic Orchestra.

Clare Fisher Trio in San Jose C hie
Auditorium.
Composed of 18 members, the band is
unique in its kind in that the musicians are
not necessarily all music majorsbut rather
come from all majors. Only requirement is
that they play an instrument in a satisfactory
manner.
This particular characteristic leads
Don Schamber, chairman of this year’s
"Day of Jazz," to believe that "The band
exists to give a chance to everyone to
play in public, as well as to give the
Music Department a plug."
Schamber, a senior music major expecting
graduation in June, will be teaching general
music at Campbell’s Edwin Markham Junior
High School in September.
"We (the band) like to be involved
in any campus activities that call for our
style of music rendition. The trouble is

will succeed Dr. Snyder as chairman of the
department September 1) firmly believe in
this area of music education.
"The experience serves as a tool for
the music educator at the same time he
rounds out his professional education,"
Schamber said.
"Improvisation is what makes jazz musicians," Schamber continued. "A soloist, in
an ensemble, is under solid control of reading
the notes on the pages and following the
conductor. In a jazz ensemble, the soloist adds
his improvisation of chord changes and his

solo contains his own emotions and abilities
while remaining within the boundaries that
the composer and or arranger has set. It is
the purpose of a soloist to enhance the arrangement with his own ideas," Schamber
added.
The Second Annual "Day of Jazz"
will offer a chance for participating college groups to compete against other
groups of similar interests. mainly jazz.
They will perform for the critical public,
jazz levers and listenets. The hardest critical audience will be the other collegiate bands
and combos from all over California, listening
to each other.
"The festival will also give a chance for
educators to observe uhat’s being done
here at SJS in the Music Department.
We hope everyone will be able to hear
is hat the judges have to say and will use
tin iv aduice accordingly," Schamber said.
"Bands, not necessarily jazz bands." he
emphasized, "are becoming part of music education. Their appeal is prevalent among
high school musically inclined seniors who
often enroll at SJS tor somo..specific reason:
to get into a specific area a the Music Department.
"Take the jazz band," Schamber said.
"Out of the 18 members, 11 are playing
in the Symphony Orchestra and in the
Symphonic Band.
"Our first trumpet, Bill Resch, plays lead

trumpet ia the Spartan Marching Eand and
in the Symphonic Band as well. The thummer, Ralph Humphrey, is another jack-of-all
trades and plays in the same organizations.
"We also have a couple of student
arrangers in the band. This is a real
opportunity for them to hear their works
being produced," Schamber said.
The SJS Studio Jazz Band is described
as Music 150, Small Vocal or Instrumental
Ensemble. The course is a two-hour practice
period per week, meeting on Tuesday evening for half-a-unit.
This year’s festival evening performance starts at 8 in the San Jose Civic
Auditorium and promises to be a wellremembered jazz event in the area for
some time.
Admission is $1.50 for adults and $1 for
students, with the proceeds going to the
Music Department’s Scholarship Fund.
Tickets are on sale in front of the
cafeteria daily, at the Music Department
office (M108) and also will be sold at the
door.

’Day of Jazz’ Here Saturday
SJS Music Department will present the
Second Annual "Day of Jazz," Saturday in
Concert Hall.
Jazz artists But Shank and Clam Fischer
will act as judges, clinicians and will perform
in concert at 8 p.m. in the Civic Auditorium.
The competition, which begins at 10 a.m.,
is open to the public free of charge.
Participating bands and combos are: Sacramento City College, UOP, Contra Costa
College, Mt. Diablo College, San Francisco
State, College of San Mateo, Cerritos College,

UCLA, San Fernando Valley State and
Stanford.
Competition will continue throughout the
day and results will be announced around
5 p.m.
The Music Department is sponsoring both
morning and evening events in order to finance scholarships for SJS music students.
Evening performances will include appearances by the SJS Studio Band.
First place winners in the large ensemble
and combo divisions will also perform.
Trophies for first and second place winners will be presented at this time.
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A DREAM BECOMES A REALITYDean C. Grant Burton fr.
hands a pen to Pres. Robert D. Clark at the Oct. 9 signing o
the SJS College Union architectural contract.

Top Administrator s Job
rr
Otters No Bed of Roses
/ SYs 4 It 55%,11%%1
Its
Tile Agit on the dour at ADMIta
read "President."
It was 8:15 a.m., April 20. AS
I entered I thought of the happiness of ety f"Ilow students knowing that I had made the decision
lo tell the man on top that college life isn’t exactly a bed of
roses.
At 8:20 the door opened. A
smiling, besnectacled man entered.
I recognized him immediately. He
was Pres. Robert D. Clark.
He nodded, took off his hat and
coat and by 8:30 he was in conference with Lowell Pratt. the
college public relations manager.
Seeing a robin bouncing on the
lawn outside, a token of spring, I
decided that my message was urgent. I had to wait.
At 9 a.m. I managed to catch
! glimpse of Pres. Clark en route
io another conference. It was with
Dr. William J. Dusel, vice president of the college.
After the conference I attempted
to approach the President again.
But he was busy dictating letters
and checking mail; I didn’t want
to impose.
Just before a 10:30 conference
with Dean John W. Gilbaugh, Pres.
Clark had time for a quick cup
of coffee.
I thought that I would surely

Prof. Guest Speaker
- Photc
PRESIDENT TO PRESIDENTSJS Pres. Robert D. Clark and
Jim Niven, president of the Inter-Fraternity Council, discuss the
campus Greek system at a dinner given in January in honor of
the new college president.

5.

PRES. ROBERT D. CLARK
. . . busiest man on campus
catch him at 11 a.m. But no, at
11 Pres. Clark was conferring with
Richard F. Yoo, assistant to the
president.
And at 11:15 he had another
meeting. This time with Glen Guttormsen, college business manager;
and Dr. G. A. McCallum, head of
the Biology Department.
At noon Pres. Clark and Dr. McCallum went to the Spartan Cafeteria for lunch. My hunger pangs
beckoned me to the cafeteria also.
After lunch I followed Pres.
Clark to the Spartan Bookstore,

CY 2-0462

10th & Santa Clara

We invite our colleagues to join in all or part of this demonstration in order to force upon the
attention of the Legislature and the public the program necessary to provide quality education
for the 150,000 students of the California State Colleges. This program includes:

free tuition for all students
unlimited enrollment for qualified students
full participation of faculty in determining
educational policy
a reduced student-teacher ratio
competitive salaries for faculty (20% increase)
an adequate sabbatical program
a reduction in teaching load from 12 to 9 hours
moving expenses for new faculty members
research and travel funds for all faculty
members
expanded library facilities
a binding contract negotiated through representative faculty members

Angelo’s
Steak House
72 E. Santa Clara St.
San Jose, California

GIRLS!

No adequate response to the current crisis has been forthcoming from either the Legislature or
the Governor. Governor Brown’s proposal of a 10% pay increase is useful only to pacify critics,
not to solve any essential problems. For a description of a complete and specific program see the
model contract prepared by the San Jose State AFT, being mailed to all faculty members today.
We think most faculty members will agree to this program. and we urge all our colleagues to
join us in calling upon the Legislature to support it. Participate in the demonstration by teaching
your classes in full academic regalia, joining the procession and rally, and coming with us to
Sacramento.

Look and
Feel Like
a New

Why Softie for 15c Buryers Only
WHEN WE HAVE A VARIETY OF
DELICIOUS FOODS TO
CHOOSE FROM?
Steak Sandwich
67c
Pizza
53c
Pasira.sii
59c
Ba-begue
59c
All at our low, low prices!

HOLIDAY 15c BURGERS
Across From Library

BIIRGERS

President spoke to many people,
including Dr. Arthur Flemming,
president of the University of
Oregon; Jim Vaden, San Jose
News; and the presidents of the
State Colleges at Hayward, Sonoma and San Francisco.
Pres. Robert D. Clark is a
busy man. His job is no bed of
roses . . . Bed of roses?
Students, do you still think
college life is tough?

A Demonstration to protest Legislative indifference
to the needs of the State Colleges

,MIIIMIWENela.M.SenSwer.amsem,

Look for
Our Sign

meeting, the group bussed to San
Francisco State College, where
they met with San Francisco State
College faculty members.
Pres. Clark participated in this
program as the representative of
presidents of State colleges.
He returned to San Jose at 11:30
p.m., concluding a hectic day.
In addition to conferences, appointments and meetings, the
phone did not slop ringing. The

Ange/o’s

$ I .25

Flowers
and
Corsages
for all
Occasions

convey a wrong impression in many instances."

The American Federation of Teachers, San Jose State Local 1362,
urges the participation of all faculty in

STEAK

VOICES PRIDEI am extremely proud of you today," Pres.
Robert Clark told a crowd of
over three thousand students at
a rally earlier last month. The
rally was sponsored by Students
for Excellence in Education.
Whether it is before a student
rally of this sort or an informal
social gathering, the president
has always had to have an appropriate speech ready.

Photo by Steve Starr

PRESIDENT ADDRESSES COUNCILPres. Robert Clark (center)
is shown here at Student Council meeting in early October. He
declared his support f college policy sanctioning inviting controversial speakers to campus. He also implored students
responsible for the controversial Tower List evaluation of professors to take a "very long look at it and their responsibilities
in it." He called the publication a "selected list of samplings that
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State College Day Thursday, May 13

Served with Green Salad,
Potatoes, Bread and
Butter.

Photo by Paul Sequoira

May 3,

Dr. George G. Bruntz, professor !
of social sciences and education,
was the guest speaker recently
for the 46th anniversary celebration of Quota Club International
at the Villa Felice in Los Gatos.
Neighboring clubs from San Jose.
Sunnyvale, Los Altos, Mountain
View and Palo Alto joined the
Los Gatos club for the occasion.
Dr. Bruntz spoke on "The Southeast Asian Crisis."

SPECIAL of the Day

Bantus

wondering if I would ever have a
chance to tell him that students,
these days, have too much work.
When he returned to his office
Pres. Clark sent a list of book requests to the library and answered
invitations to speak at the Spann
statue dedication, Circle K club,
and Commencement exercises at
Hartnell College.
At 1:30 p.m. he welcomed four
dignitaries from Mali.
Between his 2 p.m. appointment
with two San Jose businessmen
and his 2:30 appointment with Dr.
Walter Lobay, a community citizen, Pres. Clark had a chance to
squeeze in a meeting with Bob
Pisano, ASB president.
At 2:45 Pres. Clark met with a
faculty member from the Education Department.
At 3 p.m. I followed him to a
meeting of the Applied Arts Division department heads.
Miss Rosemary F. Carr, oncampus visitor from Stockwell
College of Education, Bromley,
Kent, United Kingdom, conferred
with the President at 4:15 p.m.
Pres. Clark left his office at 5:30
p.m. to attend a dinner in the
Spartan Cafeteria. The dinner preceded a Bay Area Regional meeting called by Chancellor Glenn S.
Dumke and attended by 45 SJS
faculty members and community
leaders.
At 8 p.m., following the dinner

Monday,
_

Woman
This Spring

Come in to-

SCHEDULE:
L.
2.
3.
4.

\

day and let us
start you on a I)
figure program that will
bring a smile to your
face for those Bathing
Suit Days ahead.
Swing info spring with a
trim youthful figure

SAN JOSE
HEALTH CLUB
9th and Santa Clara

Call 295-9910
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Teaching classes in full academic regalia. all (lay
Procession across campus to Seventh Street. late morning
Noon Rally on Seventh Street
Chartered bus to carry demonstration to the capiti.1 It
Sacramento, leaving at the conclusion of the rall

hi’
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Mrs. Clark Recalls Early Shoestring Days

. . . SJS First Lady talks to Spartan Daily Reporter Vicki Reed.

t.

yellow weave suit, of imported
By VICKI REED
"We lived on a ’shoestring.’ and !Italian angora, which she tailored
we struggled working our way , for the Inauguration and lunchthrough college, but we don’t re- en, follows the line of a Vogue
gret a moment of it," the chic pattern, Paris Original. The flowsilver-haired wife of San Jose ered imported mirage-over-taffeta,
State College’s president, empha- aqua gown she has selected for
sized in a recent exclusive Spartan the Inauguration Ball is also her
own creation.
Daily interview.
Looking back on the depression
The former Pasadena College
coed met Dr. Robert D. Clark years, World War II, and personal
when he was working as a hotel trials and tribulations, Mrs. Clark
night clerk and taking part-time ’ philosophizes, "You can either let
odd jobs to stay in college during the experiences in life build a
better life for you or you can let
the grim depression years.
"It was a struggle, even though them get you down."
there wasn’t the pressure for buyCAREER OF TE.0 HING
ing cars, boats and stereo sets that
MRS. ROBERT D. CLARK
president’s wife has manThe
college couples now face," she
aged that controversial balancing
.
models ’Special Day outfit admits.
has followed a career
- "One year we lived on about act. She
teaching and still contributed
$75 per month and Mr. Clark did of
33 years to being a wife
gardening to pay for our small the past
mother. The president and his
apartment. Of course, lamb chops and
married in 1932 after
cost only 5 cents and everything wife were
their bachelor’s dewas much cheaper," the First they both had
grees. She started to work while
Lady of SJS recalled.
he continued for his master’s and
HIGH FASHION
doctorate,
LEARNS TO SEW
Daslone0 Per
Tall,’ Than Ayers,
"The most important thing in
"In those years I learned to
or Long, Waisted
.ew because I couldn’t afford to marriage is unselfishness. Recogboy anything. Then when the girls nizing and encouraging the per42 East San Antonio
-Lamed growing up I made their sonal potential and the talents
Downtown San Jose
clothes," she revealed.
and interests of the other person
CY 3-7616
Her stylish aqua blue and is all-important. I see no line be-

’111-sm.400/

Tail Shops

CONGRATULATIONAS

PRESIDENT
CLARK
and

fi6-SPARTAN DAILY

New President
Top Educator

Dr. Robert D. Clark, 54, was San Jose State College’s gain. I
!tamed president of San Jose State know that he will be recognized
oy Trustees of the California State as one of the nation’s superior colColleges on June 30. 1964. An- lege presidents."
The president is a graduate of
nouncement of tile appointment
was made by Chancellor Glenn S. Pasadena College, where he reDumke of tile Slate College sys- ceived his A.Ii, degree in 1931. lie
was awarded his M.A. and Ph.D.
tem.
Pres. Clark, it native of Nebras- at the University of Southern
ka, assumed his post this fall as California.
Before going to Oregon, Pres.
,he 18th president of century -old
IS.’S. He succeeds Dr. John T. Clark was on the faculties of Pasa1Wahlquist, who retired and now dena College, Stockton Junior
remains on campus as president College and College of the Paemeritus and professor of educa- cific.
-4 tion.
FELLOWSHIP
Following a Guggenheim FellowAt the time of his appointment
to the presidency, Pres. Clark had ship in 1950-51, Pres. Clark wrote
tired a faculty member at the ’The Life of Matthew Simpson,"
a biography of a Methodist bishop
...1 don’t care what anybody says about it, I like the statue!" University of Oregon for more and
orator, published by Machan 20 years and had achieved national recognition as a professor Millan and Co. in 1951.
tween a woman’s and man’s he opening within the next few
Members of the Clark family
of speech.
world -each partner needs to be years. With a broad backgrond. a
include his wife, Mrs. Opal R.
EDITOR
willing to give at all times, and person can best prepare for the
Prior to his affiliation with the Clark, and three daughters, Mrs.
never lose sight of their mutual future."
university, he was editor of the Suzanne C. Gillespie, wife of a
THREE DAUGHTERS
ambitions."
1
Marine officer stationed at Camp
1
The Clarks have three daughters, Journal of the Western AssociaSHARE HOBBIES
tion of Teachers of Speech and Pendleton, Calif.; Virginia, a gradEight years past their silver all of them interested in educauate student at the University of
esident of that organization.
wedding anniversary, the Clarks tion. Sue who eloped while in
In 1956 the University of Ore- Oregon; and Laurelle, a Del Mar
still find time to share hobbies college, has a five-year-old son
High School student.
land interests, as well as goals. who is the "spittin’ image of Dr. gon appointed Dr. Clark dean of
Is College of Liberal Arts, a poThey especially enjoy hiking, ex- Clark." She teaches French.
Their second child, Virginia. is ation he held until his appointploring, art and music.
Some of their most coveted now at the University of Oregon 7nent as dean lif the faculties in
possessions include indoor and out- at Eugene and plans to be Ma I - 1961.
As dean of the faculties, Pres.
door sculpture. They are constant- tied this June. She also plans to
Clark was responsible directly to
ly visiting campus and community teach French.
Laufamily,
University Pres. Arthur S. FlemThe "baby" in the
art exhibits.
During its 108-year history, San
"If a piece of art strikes a re- rette, will start her college edu- ming, former secretary of health, Jose State College has had 17
Caliof
University
the
Ctilleath in and welfare in the Eisponse in us by color and mood -- cation at
presidents.
In the early days of
that’s what we buy. I guess we fornia at Santa Barbara next se- senhower administration.
the college as Minns’ Evening
in
major
to
plans
She
mester.
are pretty typical," the president’s
Normal School and California
RESPONSIBILITIES
wife remarked. "Actually, we are music and voice and eventually obState Normal School, the top adPies.
Clark’s
responsibilities
creinteaching
secondary
her
tain
taste,
rather conservative in our
ministrators were called principals.
cluded
deYelopment
of
educational
dential.
somelike
liut once in a while we
Of the 17 presidents only four
otjectives and implementing apthing very ’way out’," she added.
proved plans and programs for served more than 10 years. The
ENGLISH MAJOR
the university. In this capacity, longest tenure of service was that
Mrs. Clark majored in English
he was Pres. Flemming’s principal of the late Dr. Thomas W. Macand rninored in sociology. "A womassistant for academic affairs and Quarrie, who was president for
25 years, 1927-1952.
an’s education is very important.
faculty matters.
Five of the presidents served
There is no reason for girls to
1ring his tenure at the uni- for only one
year, and three of
marry and become neurotic, bored
ty Pres. Clark was instrtf. the presidents were
designated as
with four walls, diapers, cleaning
:moat in adoption of the Ad- acting presidents.
and dirty dishes. An education Californians
-awed Placement Program.
In the 20th century alone, seven
helps you to extend yourself, find
University of Oregon Pres. men have served es president, alAn exhibition of California paintmeaning, and recognize your potem-time,
upon
learning of Dr. though three of these were acting
tentials in many areas," she says. ing and sculpture will be on disClark’s appointment to SJS last presidents. Three of the presidents
She is especially enthusiastic play in the College Art Gallery
’June.
said,
"the
University of --Morris E. Dailey, Dr. Macabout a liberal arts background. through May 14 as part of this
I Oregon extends to Dean Clark its Quarrie and Dr. John T. Wahl"A well-rounded education is of week’s special inaugural activities.
I
wishes
as
he
undertakes
his quist -have a combined total of 56
Represented in this invitational
upper most importance. Fields that
we have not even imagined may ekhibition are California ertisis ties’, 1 e ,pu ib ilit ies. -Out’ losS is years service in this century.
who have received national recog***********************1
ninon and who are particularly
$MART STUDENTS noted for their work in the tempo* rary idioms.
Among the distinguished artist:.
*
participating in the show are tb
Wednesday, Friday,
* painters Hassel Smith, John P.111,
* Jones, Joyce Treiman, Ynez Johnand
Sunday
* stun, Keith Boyle, Llyn Foulkes.
*
* Tom Holland, Fred Martin, David
Folk Music
Simpson, James Strombotne anti
* John Altoon.
*
*1 A list of the exhibiting sculp*1 tors includes Bruce Conner, Tony
* Thursday Dixieland
average
a
"B"
If you earned
* DeLap, Charles Fraizier. Edward
in your FALL SEMESTER you * Keinholz, Manuel Neri, Robert
will receive an EXTRA 20% * Hudson and Charles Mattox.
Saturday Progressive
discount or savings of $50Along with the examples of pop.
$150 on CAR INSURANCE. * op and hard edge included in the
Jazz
This scholastic discount is in addi * exhibition are other tendencies in
Eon to 2.car, compact -car and
contemporary art which proclaim
driver training discounts offered
character oh
* the individualistic
only through STATE FARM IN
many California artists.
SURANCE.
The Art Gallery, located in the
CALL
Art Department building, is open
PAUL J. SCOLA
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. on wept: Oft 266-5908
days, and from 1:15 to 5 p.m. ii
218 Willow St.
Call: 294-4009
Res. 266-5908
Sundays during the run of ea, -I1
exhibition.

Many Presidents
Have Led College

SJS Ga fiery
T o Feature

ENTERTAINMENT!

guNDAY

LESS THAN

Dear Students & Faculty:
Here’s an advance notice of
Vaughn’s less than 1/2 Price Sale
effective today, May 3rd.

ALUMS

1/2 PRICE

11’11111

RETAIL

for SJS students

SHIRTS

11711

.

. . Button downs . . . Tabs . . . Solid
. Stripes . .

from $ 5.95
to $ 8.95

$22.63
$49.33

l’hutic 297-8811

from $ 29.50
to $ 59.50

SALE

$ 2.88
$ 4.33

SWEATERS and JACKETS

wool, ..

Dacron -wool . .
... etc.
RETAIL

Tattersalls . . . et-.

RETAIL

SPORT COATS

zind faculty

SALE

$ 6.33
$12.33

Sport shirts . . . Short sleeve Dress Shirt

Worsteds . . . Sharkskins . . . Gabardines
Dacron’, . . . Wools . . . Dacron -cottons,
. . . etc.
SALE
RETAIL

from $ 45.50
to $100.00

verse Twists .. . Dacron Wools ...

from $12.95
to $24.95

SUITS

B & P Foreign Car Service

SLACKS
Worsteds ... Twills . . . Flannels .. . R,
. etc.

Come in early for a
WIDE SELECTION

110111’

4

ENTERTAINERS WANTED for
SHOWCASE

WELCOME

10% discount on all It oil,

Monday. May 3, 1965

\

SALE

$14.88
$29.33

VAUGHN’S
Across from SJS College
125 So. 4th St,
Ph, 292-7611

V-necks . . . Sleeveless ... Cardigans ..
et
Golf Jackets . . . Windbreakers
RETAIL

from $ 8.95
to

$24.95

SALE HOURS: MON. THRU FRI., 9:30-9:00; SAT. 9:30-6:00

SALE

$ 4.33
$12.33
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Volleyball
Deadline
Approaches
Tomorrow noun is the deadline
for all intramural mixed doubles
volleyball entries. Pail icipants are
requested to take entries to MG
121.
Friday morning at 10:30, 132
golfers will begin teeing off in the
Annual Intramural Golf tournament at the Santa Teresa Golf
Course. All participants are asked
by Intramural Director Dan Unruh
to check the intramural board in
the Men’s Gym for playing times.
Noon Friday May 7 is the deadline for all intramural individual
and team entries.
Dave Campbell pitched his third
shutout in four games Thursday
as Pi Kappa Alpha defeated Sigma Pi 16-0, and Jim Pryor hit a
bases loaded single in the first
extra inning to give Alpha Tau
Omega a narrow 5-4 win over
Theta Chi.
In other fast-pitch games, Theta
Xi defeated Phi Sigma Kappa 5-1;
Delta Upsilon shut down Sigma
Chi 16-9; Lambda Chi Alpha overpowered Sigma Alpha Epsilon 7-4
and Sigma Phi Epsilon scored 14
runs in the third inning to upend
Delta Sigma Phi 17-3.
Four scores were reported in the
slow-pitch fraternity league-Delta Epsilon 7, Pi Kappa Alpha 3;
Theta Chi 5, Kappa Sigma 1; Sigma Alpha Epsilon 5, Sigma Nu 3;
and Alpha Tau Omega defeated
S4i:;ma Phi Epsilon 6-1.

Shooting Stars
Descend on Farm;
Indians Say ’Ugh
Thursday afternoon the San Jose
State rifle team pulled a surprise
upset by defeating Stanford 1380
to 1367. This would have been its
last meet of the season but the
victory put the San Jose team into
a tie for third place with U.S.F.
A sudden death shoot -off will be
held this week to decide the third
place winner.
San Jose marksman Ron Tarnbussi led the team with a 284,
high score of the match. Anchor
man John B. Ankunding posted a
281. George Hannon and Gary
Ogley both shot over their average and scored 280 and 269 respectively, Bob Leverton filled the
team score with a 266.
Coach and conference president,
Dr. L. E. Stephenson predicts for
next season olympic style targets
and triggers. The high scoring ring
on the olympic target is a pinpoint.

k

One Airy cepvice

"WORK
OF
ART"

4

kSweaters & Cashmere Coats
Our Specialty
.1 1(1%

411

DISCOUNT WITH ASS CARD

Art Cleaners
398 E. Santa Clara

293-1030

Mondry, May 3, 1965

Weed Runs Top U.S. Time
Despite a slow track and a nagging wind, Spartababe George
Weed ran the best freshman threemile time in the nation (14:22.71
and Wayne Hermen in the 220 121
flat), Mike Gibeau in the mile
t 4:08.7) and Joe Neff in the 880
11:50.51 all set stadium records as
the Spartan tracksters swamped
Hayward State and Sacramento
State in a non-scoring triangular
at Sacramento Saturday.

-Photo by Larry Bellis
NATIONAL CHAMPIONS-The SJS judo team won its fourth
consecutive NCAA title Saturday. In the front row, left to right,
are Yuzo Koga, Irwin Kawano, and coach Yosh Uchida. In the
back row, left to right, are Jay Lewis, Gary Newguist, Larry Dobashi, and Howard Fish.

By KEN ALLAN
San Jose State’s varsity baseball
team winds up the 1965 season this
afternoon at 3 with righthander
Gary Strom scheduled to pitch
against the San Diego Marines at
Municipal Stadium.
The game marks the end of a
long season for the Spartans who
got off to a slow start and played
just below the .500 mark throughout the rest of the year.
SJS will take a 12-22 record
with them going into this afternoon’s game, far off the 1965 finish of 20-20.
Friday the Spartans traveled
to San Francisco for a two-game
set with the Dons. SJS lost ’en,
both, 5-0 and 1-0. It was a sunny day for the Spartans until
the Dons climbed aboard the

McPherson
New WCAC
Chairman
Walt McPherson, chairman of
the SJS Men’s Physical Education
Department, former Spartan Athletic director, and head SJS basketball coach for 17 years, was
unanimously elected Commissioner
of the West Coast Athletic Conference (WCAC) at the annual
WCAC league meeting held last
Thursday and Friday (April 22-231
in Santa Barbara.
McPherson succeeds Bob Burnett who resigned due to outside
business pressures.
As commissioner, McPherson’s
first duty will be appointment of a
Supervisor of Officials, a post newly created by the league.
CHRISTMAS BASKETBALL
The Christmas basketball Tournament which enjoyed its greatest success at SJS was again
awarded to SJS on Dec. 27-30.
Discussion of the adoption of a
letter of intent (early indication
if where a student plans to attend
school) was postponed for one
year.
Officials salaries were increased
to correspond with current salaries of the Pacific Intercollegiate
Officials bureau.
TWO IN A ROW
FAIRFIELD, Conn. (U P11 Julius Soros was named Golfer Of
The Year by the Professional
Golfers Association in 1952 and
1963.

FOREIGN CAR SETtliitE
, s
ON.

The track conditions were so
poor that the water from the steeplechase event overflowed and
washed out lines for the baton exchange in the 440-yard relay, Consequently, SJS overran the line
and was disqualified.
Neff, performing in front of his
home crowd, also anchored the
winning mile relay (3:18.4) in

148.3, holding off the surge of his
friend and former teammate at
American River Junior College, Al
Blancani.
Neff and Gibeau, rated by coach
Bud Winter as equals in the 880
and mile, now have both run 48.3
for their fastest mile relay legs.
Gibeau, whose 1:49.3 880 is the
third best time in SJS history, is
now the second fastest miler in
Spartan history.
Torn Smith, Terry Doe, and
Craig Fergus didn’t compete in the
meet. All had minor injuries and
will be ready for the West Coast
Relays next weekend.
Phil Darnall won the steeplechase in 9:37 and Dave Lower was
second in 9:38.
Clyde Wooten was third in the
940 at 50,2.

Hermen won the 100 in 9.6 and
Lloyd Murad was second in 9.9
Tim Knowles was second in the
220 at 22.5 and Tom Gardner was
1second in his heat at 22.4.
Bud Noether was third in the
high hurdles at 152 and had his
best -of-life in the 330 intermediates, 39.1. Ken Shakelford was
second in the intermediates at 38
flat and Bob Baughman, who won
the javelin 1216-6(0, was third
at 38.5. Bob Brown was second in
the javelin t 201-101,
Spartababe Walt Channels was
second in the 880 at 1:53.8 and
Owen Hoffman was fourth in
1:54.9.
Lester Bond, who didn’t compete
in the long jump, suffered his first
defeat of the season in the triple
jump, as Sacramento State’s Henry

Lawson won with a leap of 50-6.
Bond was second, jumping 49-10.
Bob Akers won the discus at
169-81a and John Thompkins was
third at 156-3.
Spartubabes Bill Fowler and Jim
Fort won the high jump (6-4) and
broad jump (23-2), respectively.
Roger Werne won the pole vault,
leaping 14-6.
Pat Kelso was the winner in the
shot put at 54-2Ia and Charlie
Hahn was second at 52-4.
The tracksters will participate
in the 440 relay, 880 relay, mile
relay, and distance medley at the
West Coast Relays in Fresno next
weekend. Students interested in attending the relays will have to
send for tickets if they wish to
have good seats.

Long Baseball Season
Finally Comes to an End

im
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Expert repairing for
All Makes and
Models
4O-

Tune-ups Brakes
Carbs General Repairs
Transmissions
STUDENTS: 10. OFF WITH ASS. CARD!

bandwagon for four runs In the
Eourth inning of the first game.
In that game. INF took advan- ;
tage of four walks and two errors to tally four unearned runs
at the expense of pitcher Frank
Pangborn.
San Francisco sneaked by the
Spartans in the final game. 1-0, 1)
combining a single, a throwing error and another single to score its
lone run.
Sun Jose’s freshman team finished its season Friday on a
rather sad note, losing to Santa
Clara 7-1 on the Bronco’s field.
The Spartababes, who were flattened by Santa Clara 19-0 earlier
last week, collected eight hits but
were unable to get any mileage
out of them.
VARSITY LINE SCORES
First Game
San Jose State 000 000 0-0 4
FSF
000 410 x-5 7 1
Pangborn, Lyon (4) and Nevin;
((wilco and Beaseley.
Second Game
San .110se State 000 000 0-0 6 0
000 100 s-1 6 1
l’SF
Schmidt and Nevin; Wilson and
Cervantes.
FRESHMAN LINE SCORES
PHIS Frosh 00)) 000 010-1 8 1
SCI" Frosh 000 220 12x-7 11 2
Akin. Kenimerle (6), Taylor (8)
and Ward: Walters, Speilherger
(6) and Mispagel.

Spring Decathlon
Rolls Right Along
Steve Hoberg captured first
place honors in the spring water
polo practice decathlon ’200-yard
Head-High Sprint event in 2:03.5.
Second and third place finishers
respectively, were Mike McLenan
and Tom Eldridge.
COIN FIELDER
BOSTON (UPI) Lee Thom,
first baseman-outfielder for th.
Boston Red Sox collects coins as
a hobby.

’BLUE CHIP’
MEANS MONEY
IN YOUR POCKET
The difference between Its insurance
companies can mean money in your
pocket. Connecticut Mutual Lite’s quality investments mean high earnings
which result in high dividends to policy.
owners. And when you consider the
generous benefits and options CML ot.
fern, you know why Connecticut Mutual
is "The Blue Chip Company that’s Low
in net cost. too." Call us today . .
Let Blue Chip quality make a diference.

Robert T. Heckley
CLU General Agent
Fred Fernandez, SJS

’59

Bernard Clinton, SJS

’59

Larry Nclson, SJS

’62

imported from India -never more popular and
IH ;peal demand! With ivy outton-down collars
and short sleeves, tailored fit. Just what you
want for bright spring wear! Get yours

Engines

All Foreign and Sport Cars
180 S. Market St.

MARVELOUS MADRAS! Genuine"Bleeding"Madras
Sportshirts of that redi hand -dyed cotton

Connecticut
Mutual Life

now

real Madras is getting rare!

6.95

Across From Pork

286-1100

the’sloremeeicas1,00

ROOS A=
1671 The Alameda
294 5660
Suite 311

IN DOWNTOWN SAN /03E. FIRST AT SANTA CLARA

IN SANTA C:LARA: STEVENS CREEK PLAZA

llt-RT

tY1

ickets Available
For Phi Kappa Phi
Honors Banquet

MonJay, May 5, 188.’S
---

I

Political Party Guilty
No Penalty for Violation

Tickets are nos,
Student Affairs Business ()Bice,
131, for a banquet honoring more
than 150 students named to membership in the national honor
society, Phi Kappa Phi. The banquet will be on Wednesday, May 12
at 6 p.m. in cafeteria A and B.
Initiation of the members will
take place at 4 p.m. that day in
Concert Hall. Dr. Robert D. Clark,
SJS president, will also be initiated in the ceremony.
Phi Kappa Phi is a scholastic
society founded in 1897. The objective is to honor graduate and
[Haler graduate members of all
departments of universities a n d
colleges and the emphasis is on
scholarship and character.
The initiation is open to the
public.
Speaker at the banquet is Dr.
Peter Koestenhaum, associate professor of philosophy. He will speak
it, "et in Arcadia Ego."

ASB
Chief
Justice
Clifford states that campus political parties
Steele said Friday that the "ASH must notify the Student Activities
Judiciary decided that UNICOL Board (SABI of their intention’
lit distribute political handouts.
(United Collegians, campus poASH Judiciary is writing a letter ,
litical party) has violated the to ASB Election Board recom-1
letter of the election code but mending an interpretation of the
not the spirit."
word "notify." "This should mean,"
ASH Judiciary reprimanded said Steele, "a personal contact." ’
UNICOL "bat," said Steele. "there
felt ,
UNICOL representatives
will be no formal penalty."
that SAB was notifitsi of its in-!
UNICOL was found guilty 01 vi- tent ion to distribute handouts
olating section 1V, D, 2 of the when the party filed a registraelection code, April 20, by the ASII tion form with the election board.
Election Board seven days before
ASB Judiciary hopes their recthe election.
ommendation will set a precedent
That section of the election code for torero elections.

Spartan Daily
Classifieds
11===1=1111

SUMMER SESSIONS
varsity of San Frioopenings fc/ Ga.’’,
Valencia, Spa
I ,
Secretary r
ext. 2352
2A.

A.
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AUTOMOTIVIlk (21
’60 VESPA GS Offer. ,S 1
Wayne Holle,In:
1:i.
62 VW BUS
for smell
’615 PARILLA

"Spartan Songs,
sin HO-page
crillection of standard sing-a -longs
phi, San Jose State College fight
SIMMS
tiw Alma Mater, is
intl
1111W t/11 sale in the Spartan Book -

block
’iy. !T. Showers. No lease
Pd. 292,1327. Heated,
OFFICE SPACE--10th & William. Full,
forn $62.50 up. Call
.
1.
297.8877.
5rEC1AL RATES effective irnmed,ateiy
6 2 P-r-rn.. fur,. or nt. From
Deluxe opts, with pool. Upbe,
1,0d ix’,
faculty. 295.8514.
4.1
’dale.
MEN S APP, APT
W/pool, w/w
,p
’c cc. 1,
Near SJS.
$480. Ph. 21,0
’
’net o’ y. Close. $1((
Carol 295.9628
91{1
- 2 bdrni. turn, apt
parkirg. 293 4955
.. I Cr11, Now.
ROOMMATE NEEDED (F) across tron
$30

I ,C,

’A.

.,,,

’Spartan Songs
In Bookstore

,

1961 CORVA1R
Clea,
,
’63 -CORVAIR VAN "PARTV WAGON’
.
x
Eia.e’
MUST SELL 56 l’ORD
offer.. 29
’57 11-’58 VW
MUST S!.

MONTH

Claan

MOTS,

1/2

The pocket-size songbook was
c"inpiled Ivy Dr. Forrest Baird,
rirntessor of music and education.
The songs were selected by members of his recreational music
rINsses

ATTENTION . . .
"13" AVERAGE
Oa ABOVE STUDENTS!

293-5419 aft"- ’

ioARRIED COUPLES

F-urn. It
laund.,
2923

can receive a 20% discour
Auto Insurance if you fall in

1,19 RENTALS
sJt.1-,:t1

111111r""AttgatatZWAS

i

PATE.;
I

cm 2.

ese rates to students

469 S. 6th - 3 rm. ettr.
WEDDING
.
..00l
,
1
Wedding Ere., 29-0946,
292 2250.
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS - Riviera
RIBALD GREETING CARDS
and novelties fc - el
bdrm. 453 S. 9th. 295-1154.
ADULTS ONL
:inmer, $160. fall. Mgr. #I.
Bachelor Cigar 0.
1 BEDROOM APT. now renting, summer
409 S. 1st S
298-0896.
VESPA 150, 1961 very gd
TURN. ROOMS. MEN - Quiet. Linens.
& looking. $250. 241.8174.
TYPEWRITER $22, Stenotype $75, L.t, , ONE AND TWO bedroom apts. Now
Golf Clubs $15. Cell AL 2.6757.
s-er’
Summer sates. 523 E. Reed St..
CLASSICAL GUITAR, music. rack. case S J.
$50. Ph. 736 8769.
serious slu
1 VIVO 111/1(M. :urn. an.. r
TRAILER - 58 Flemings. 8.40 in park, ’dents or couples seeiing quiet. $95 me
quiet, pool. $198. 295-0187 aft. 5:30 336 N. Stir St.
p.m. 1 101 tree, campus,
NOW RENTING fcr summer, quiet bldg
& 2 bdrrn. acts., fore. $75 to $100.
’61 VESPA GS - Good condition. Extras
11th. apt. #4. 295.
Ma’ aryer. 547 S.
-Best Offer. 269-3472.
8101.
BIKE, 10 spd. French, like new. $50
GOLF CLUBS, used irons, $10. 286.21 Willy.
MUST SELL all the furnishings for a F
LOST
boarding house. Will se’l whole
parts. Includes bed. desks chairs, din
facilities and hitch. app Ce’l 293-5786, ’605 So. 5th.
REWARD - Small blk. note book
HELP WANTED 541
cafe. Impnrtant Irish H.st. nts. 286-6930.
r

$96.4 w;th good driving record
$87.00 with driver education
qualifications

rrr

SELL HOLIDAY MAGIC
Full or part time distributors needed.
NEWEST NATURAL COSMETIC
LINE IN U. S.
For interview call 793-8588
SELL Banana & Strawberries in the
of cosmetics - fun $ profit. Dia, Ron
Wilson, 286-1435.
LEARN JAPANESE -leach me SerboCroatian in exchange Ron, 294-3872.
IRANIAN STUDENTS! Prof. needs help
. serve P.
mea . 354-3449.
MEN’S COUNSELING POSITIONS
OPEN
"
-jay narno for a six
..... .
- 2Q
AJ16st 6.
, college
$300. Call
1’.0 n’ ’. , -. ’ - wes1 days nine to four
948.8571.

Contact agents Jim
Don Schwenk

Remember,

CHECK a
CLASSIFICATION
!

Farm

Insur-

town Service wherever you
drive."
1604 Story Rd.

251-5764

Two Students Jail ed Schedule
In Combination Raid
Two SJS students were arrested
early Friday morning and charged
with malicious mischief, as the
result of a combination of water
fight -panty raid.
Jailed were Robert J. Milos,
22, a graduate student, and Ronald
F. Bykowski. 21, a senior. Both
live at 7K51,, S. Eighth St.
Campus plainclothesmen who
arrested them say they were
dousing rooms in Hoover Hall with
a fire extinguisher.
According to officers, Milos and
Bykowski were among about 40
youths who milled around the rear
of the women’s dormitory at 325 S.
Eighth St. About 100-125 youths
were in the area, according to officers.
"Matters began to get out of
hand as male students attempted
to remove screens from windows
and enter buildings," said SJS
afficer Louie Anderson. He added
that
the girls made matters
v,urse.
"Numerous bras, panties, and
other articles were dropped to
the male students below," said
Anderson.
Supervising Security Officer
Frank Schott said the girls "were
begging for trouble." He termed
the action of all involved "ridicdorm."
Housing Coordinator Robert L.

Student Receives
’Iward for Mali
Alice Program
Alai:aye Traore, student frorr
aura presented with a gif:
iitificate, and representatives of
the lop donor groups in the Campus Blood Drive received trophies
at an International Talent Show
held Thursda: night.
two
Traore
had
performed
dances from his country and had
sung a folk song during the program. Several other acts were
featured, with special entertainment provided by the Shady Grove
Singers, a folk quartet currently
playing at Ricardo’s pizza house.
Announcement of the winners in
the Blood Drive contest was made
by Al Massoni, drive co-chairman.
Massoni stated that 315 pints had
been donated in the drive, a record
Ion’ spring semester donations.
Trophy for top dormitory donor
went
to Moulder Hall, while
AFROTC took top honors in the
non -fraternal cat egor y. Sigma
Kappa had the highest percentage
in the sorority division, and Alpha
Tau Omega won in the fraternity
division.

United Radio & T.V. Supply Co.
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS

ELECTRONIC PARTS

111-H

STUDENT DISCOUNTS

To place an ad:
Open Evenings
Call at

Till 9 P.M.

Classified Adv. Office - J206

1425 W. San Carlos Street
CYpress 8-1212

MWF 9:30-3:30
T-Th 10:30-3:30

T!,c F;-,-t Mon

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum !
Two lines Ulte WIN
One time Slk a line

tImse Flu times
25c a line 20c a line

TWOS

$1.00

$1.50

$2.00

1.50
2.00
2.50

2.25
3.00
3.75

3.00
4.00
5.00

.50

.75

1.00

he plans to discuss
Baron said
the matter with the chairman of
the Inter-Dorm Council. "I don’t
object to the water fight," he added. "but the students don’t know
when to stop."
Schoff said shrubs were trampled and rooms damaged by water.

SJS faculty members of the
American Federation of Teachers
AFT) will conduct a three-

pronged demonstration to protest
"legislative indifference" Thursday, May 13.
The AFT is designating that
day as "State College Day" and
will dress in full academic regalia during the day, as part of
the demonstration.
At 11:30 a.m. Thumlay, the
AFT faculty dressed in their robes,
and any colleagues who may join
them, will form a procession which
will wind through most of the
campus and end on Seventh Street
Linda McClure, junior social with a rally.
science major, is new AWS president and Nancy Hanlon holds the
first vice presidential position.
Second vice president is Julie
Jones. Secretary is Pam Arlett,
treasurer is Barbara Saunders and
judicial board members are Louise
Noble and Anita Kowan.
Startups for teaching interMiss McClure, 1,136, defeated
Claire Border, with 639 votes. Miss views begin two weeks before
Hanlon, 817, defeated Vicki Bergez interview date, in the P
with 791 votes. Julie Jones, 933, ment CenterAlE11234.
won over Sharon Guenza with 668
TODAY:
voles.

Linda McClure
To Lead Women
Students at SJS

Teaching
Interviews

Miss Arlett received 600 votes
’o defeat Judy Nielson, Judy Long,
and Charmaine Warnock. Miss
Saunders defeated Carol Palm and
Cathy Buchanan with 795 votes.
Judicial board winners Miss Noble,
1,051 votes, and Anita Cowan, 822
:ores, won over Charleen Cirese.
The new AWS President is from
Montebello, and was a member
of AWS community service committee, She served an the AWS
judicial board this spring and is
a metnber of Phrateres Internalona!, a service organization.
The new first vice president is
a junior social service major from
Upland.
AWS election results did not
appear in Friday’s Spartan Daily
because of computer programming
difficulties and the final counting
was not completed until after
deadline.

Alum Rock Union Elementar
Nil
I District, San Jose ISkint
Clara County): elementary.
WEDNESDAY:
Milpitas Elementary School INStrict iSanta Clara County): elementary.
FRIDAY:
%Amain Public Schools iTttlare
Courtly): elementary, high school.

Maltese Elementary School District (Monterey County): elementary.

CAREFREE,
COTTONS
(at prices to
pamper your
budget!)
from:

Mammoth Lakes
Sign-Ups Begin

(Yet another)

Well Only

Jump Rope

Graduating seniors will receive
letters mailed by the SJS Alumni
Association Friday, congratulating
them on their graduation and inviting them to sign for life membership in the Association.
Seniors are the only persons
!eligible to purchase the $95 life
membership.
Seniors may pure is a s e their
membership by returning membership envelopes by mail or going
1,, the Alumni Office, Fifth and
San Carlos Streets,

COMFORTABLE,

A group of 40 student tutors
from SJS, now tutoring East San
Jose’s Spanish children In English
and arithmetic, will meet Wednesday at 2:30 p.m. in cafeteria
rooms A and B.
Purpose of the meeting is to
recruit more student tutors for
the program and to make the
group’s help more widely known.
Anyone interested in the program can call Tom Richards at
297-3582, Sal Alvarez at 299-3084,
or Manuel H. Chavez, assistant
professor ot business at extension
2293 or at his office, F0217.

Serves You

Alumni Assn. Offers
Life Memberships

COOL,

Student Tutors
Meet Wednesday

Registration for the the Mammoth Lakes field trip-study course
will begin at 8 p.m. Wednesday,
in the lobby of the Science Building, according to Mrs. Dorothy
Ellis, secretary of field studies.
The trip is scheduled for June
13-19 and all students interested
in learning about the environment
of the area may register. The
course is listed in the official bulletin as Science Education x156A.
Field Nature Study, and students
who complete the week-long course
will receive one unit in Natural
Science.

Spartaguide
’Toll SR
Isialhait
Alliance,
5!30
p.m,
WG101.
Student Math Society, 7 pan.,
EDI07. Math clinic.
Sigma Delta Chi, 7 p.m., J208.
Specialliimeeting.
caetoiano,
12:30 p.m.,
southwest corner of Cafeteria.
SEE, 3:30 p.m., TH55. Special
meeting of presidents of all oncampus organizations to discuss
May 13 faculty demonstration.
Student Math Society, 4:10 p.m.,
ED100. Dr. G. Milton Wing, professor of applied mathematics,
University of Colorado, speaks on
"What is Transport Theory?"
TOMORROW :
Spartan Christian Fellowship,
9 p.m., 1144.
AWS, 4 p.m., College Union.
Spartan Spears, 6:15 p.m., College Union,
Student Math Society, 7 p.m.,
A1r0a7b.
ED
-American Club, . modern
Arabic langage class, 4 p.m.,
CHs1.06,26.
I Work Club, 3:30 p.m.,
CH164. Gest speaker from Muriel
M. Wright Girl’s Ranch.
Circle K Club, 1:30 p.m., HI.
SEE, 12:30 p.m, cafeteria A
Christian science Organizal
-’I) p.m., Memorial Chapel.
Flying 20, 7::10 p.m., C11161.

DON’T LET THOSE
PRESSING BILLS GET YOU DOWN!

Rhyme
Once a Year.

BUT SILVA SERVES YOU
FAITHFULLY YEAR AROUND

Print your ad hers:
(Count 33 Letters and Spaces tot Each Um)

Announremc rits Ill
Automotive

State

ance .6 the symbol of "Home-

SERVICES 18)

Add this
amount lot
roach addl.
(lona! lino

and see if

rates.

AUTO INSURANCE for students. Chet
Bvey. 286.5386. 449 W. San Carlos.
’ TYPING - ’arm papers, thesis, etc
Pica electric. 243-6313.
TYPIST - Neat, .fast, .corrections made
Mrs. O’Neill, 2930

2 lines
3 lines
4 lines
5 lines

today

Pfaff or

you qualify for these excellent

Seed in handy order blank. Enclose
HOUSING IS)
cash or chock. Make cheek out to
Spartan
Daily Clossifisals.
Alarnedal, 1020 Elm.
SIN I BDRM.
CH 8-4446. Built-in stoves & ref.
Phone 291.6114. Est, 2468

Send to: Spartan
Daily CLASSIFIEDS,
1206, San lose State
College. San Imo 14
CAW

under

the 6 month program:

111111==11111

To buy sell rent. 01
scything
announce
lust fill sot and lip
this handy order
blank

category.
,te Farm Insurance offers

’Faculty Members
May 13
For Campus Rally

From Washing your windshield to
overhauling your car, it’s Silva for
the best in service.

(2)

, For Sale (3)
0 Help Wanted (4)
El Housing (5)
Ijj Lost and Found 16)

Teddy bear, Teddy bear,
Walking up the stairs.
Teddy bear, Teddy bear,
Won’t you say your
prayers?
Teddy bear, Teddy bear,
Turn out the light.
Teddy bear, Teddy bear,
Say Good -night.

Step Up to Quality Food at
Budget Prices at the Checkerboard
Sign of the PIZZA HAVEN.

Open Tonight ’til 9

El Personals (7)

address

Nemo
/el

64

(NO.

78 S. 4th St.

Phone
at din)

SILVA SERVICE

William
295-8968

Eltelaall

Late for Class? We Will Park If for You

Starting Dere
I

A _Ad&

10th

All Major Credit Cards Accepted

0 Services (8)
-1 Transportation 19

BOOK
STORE

Phone
293-1310

